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The State Authorization Network (SAN) empowers 
members to successfully resolve regulatory challenges to 
improve student protections in digital learning across state 
lines.

We provide expert analysis, resources and training to 
prepare for emerging issues, collaborate on compliance 
strategies, develop solutions and evaluate their efficacy. 

Our members are digital learning and compliance 
professionals representing 800+ institutions and 
organizations nationally and across all sectors.

Who we are

@wcet_info    #wcetSAN wcetsan.wiche.edu
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Welcome everyone and thank you for joining the first webinar in the series,  Wanted to say thank you to Cheryl for the invitation to speak to the group and provide an overview of the cybersecurity threats currently impacting the Higher Ed sector.  As I know you have a passion for promoting technology-enhanced learning programs.  WCET (WICHE Cooperative for Educational Technologies) is the leader in the practice, policy, & advocacy of technology-enhanced learning in higher education. WCET is a national, member-driven, non-profit which brings together colleges, universities, higher education organizations, and companies to collectively improve the quality and reach of technology-enhanced learning programs.  WCET was founded by WICHE (Western Interstate Commission for Higher Education) to meet a growing need to integrate distance learning and educational technology into the academic services of higher education institutions in the western region.  The WCET membership is a critical part of WCET|SAN.  WCET, an established organization for more than 30 years, provides information on relevant topic areas that are critical for compliance staff to engage in meaningful dialogue at the institution to develop institutionally unified compliance strategies. We invite you to learn more about membership and consider joining.



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Anything CISA does stems from two driving forces: our Vision and Mission.CISA has three strategic goals: Defend civilian networks and secure federal facilities Help manage systemic risk to national critical functions – Help prevent a lifeline sector impact to our communities. Raise the physical and Cybersecurity baseline by providing stakeholders with the tools and resources they need to proactively defend against multiple threats. Our overarching goals are to defend against the urgent threats of today, while strengthening critical infrastructure to address long-term risks tomorrow. 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
For the Webinar today both Tanya and I want to focus the discussion around the cyber risks to include Privacy and Data protection related to both the Learning Management Systems Vendors as well as the Online Program Management Companies which you interface with and depend on daily to deliver digital learning through leveraging technology platforms as Higher Education Professionals. We can point to multiple higher education case studies from previous incidents that experienced Ransomware attacks, Data Breaches, Denial of Service attacks, theft of intellectual capital and attacks aimed at unsuspecting staff and students resulting in critical systems being taken off-line as well as identity theft and fraud.The Education Sector traditionally has been a very open and a trusting community who mission is to promote knowledge and information sharing –  This unfortunately results in Higher Education being labeled a Soft Cyber Target for cyber criminal actors who are primarily financially motivated. To ensure that technology enabled digital learning platforms continue to benefit students learning, Best practices for Cybersecurity must not be a primary area of consideration and must be observed by the entire academic community from students, professors, and to senior leaders within our institutions. We will start by defining the issue or problem.  
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Beyond the Headlines: What is Ransomware?

Ransomware is a type of malicious software (Malware) 
specifically designed to encrypt critical data, rendering 
systems unusable and making them inaccessible.  

Cyber actors typically steal or extract the sensitive data first, 
then encrypt local system data or data that is on the network. 
Then they demand ransom payment
in exchange for decryption key. Then threaten to publicly 
release, added pressure. 

Ransomware 101

BLANK

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Ransomware has rapidly emerged as the most visible cybersecurity risk playing out across our nation’s networks, locking up private sector organizations, higher education institutions and government agencies alike. And that’s only what we’re seeing – many more infections are going unreported, ransoms are being paid, and the vicious ransomware cycle continues on.  We strongly urge you to consider the severity of a ransomware infection as disruptive and destructive attacks that will severely impact your organization, not an event where you can simply pay off the bad guys and regain control of your network (do you really trust a cybercriminal?). The Data Tells us this is not a successful strategy. Ransomware is maliciously crafted software that gains access to files or systems and blocks user access to those files or systems. Then, all files, or even entire devices, are held hostage using encryption until the victim pays a ransom in exchange for a decryption key. The key is then used to decrypt the data, this is never 100% and can take several days where not all data can be recovered.  Understanding how ransomware infects and spreads is the key to avoiding falling victim to an attack.Post-infection, if not detected, ransomware can spread to other machines or encrypt entire network filers in the organization’s network.In some cases, it can spread across organizational boundaries to infect supply chains, customers and other organizations. Recently this industry and transformed to what is Called Ransomware as a Service where they for a corporation type entity and sub-contract out to initial access brokers for the initial phase of the attack. �
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Why Target Higher Education Sector?

Follow the Money
“We saw ransomware attacks on businesses large and small, on cities, on schools. It’s really been a scourge”

– Jen Easterly, CISA Director

The average ransom paid for organizations increased 
from $900,000 in 2020 to $2.2 million in 2021  a 
144% year-over-year increase.

The Education Sector traditionally has been a very 
open and a trusting community who mission is to 
promote knowledge and information sharing 

– This unfortunately results in Higher Education 
being labeled a Soft Cyber Target for cyber criminal 
actors who are primarily financially motivated. 

BLANK

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
 Another Example was the The Kaseya 3rd Party Managed Service provider Vendor experienced a Software Supply Chain Incident, Where the threat actor injected malicious code into the trusted code of the vendor which was released and pushed out to all the users disguised as a Software Update.  This incident paralyzed hundreds of businesses over the Fourth of July weekend in 2020, marks a major strategic advancement for the criminal hacking gangs that have wreaked havoc on U.S. businesses.  Higher educational institutions can be difficult to defend and protect due to the vast and complicated information technology environment between the primary network of the University paired along with all the 3rd Party Learning management and the On-line Learning Program Management Solutions which are vendor owned and controlled. Along with the multiple networks and systems, wi-fi networks, ease of connectivity and faculty and students demanding connectivity with multiple devices. Students who can reside anywhere in the world with 24/7 access to critical systems and resources.  The culture among higher ed communities is different than in corporate America when it comes to data security and protection requirements. Cyber criminals know the difficulty of protecting these environments and the demands being placed on IT professionals in the higher education space.  Higher education will be a target for cyber criminals and what happened to Regis University will unfortunately be a reality for others.�
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FY21 Key Findings for Higher Education Sector

Instances of 42 KEVs were active on 244 Education entity networks 
during FY21, likely indicating that some agencies were exposed to threat 
actors that leverage KEVs to compromise networks.

By the end of FY21, active vulnerabilities per entity decreased by 16.7%, 
suggesting that entities remediated outstanding internet-accessible vulnerabilities, 
likely reducing their attack surface and risk.

47.0% of scanned Education entities exposed risky services, e.g., Remote 
Desktop Protocol (RDP), on internet-accessible hosts that can provide threat 
actors avenues for initial access, command and control (C2), and data 
exfiltration.

Exposure to 
Known Exploited 

Vulnerabilities 
(KEVs)

Vulnerability 
Reduction

Exposed 
Risky Services

33 entities likely eliminated use of unsupported and vulnerable Windows 
OSs (Windows 7, Windows Vista, Windows XP, Windows Server 2003, and 
Windows Server 2008), by the end of FY21.

Unsupported 
Operating 

Systems (OS)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
CISA Published the KEV catalog on November 3, 2021. The KEVs noted were identified in the lead up to the publication of the catalog. Unsupported OS, software, or applications increase risk because they no longer receive security updates. Proactive vulnerability management practices can help reduce risk. CISA offers no-cost services to support entities.Reducing exposure by closing unnecessary ports and services can reduce risk. 
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Impact from 3rd Party Vendor & Ransomware Attack

BLANK

• Bleeping Computer.  The CLOP Ransomware group hacked approximately 300K unique 
PII related records demanding $10 million in bitcoin threating the publishing of the 
sensitive data if payment is not received.  CU was one of at least 10 higher education 
institutions were impacted shutting down the large file transfer service which the 
University depended on. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The CU Boulder case provides the prefect case study to highlight the risk of our presentation today and hits very close to home.Even though the security team at CU Boulder had their own environment protected, a vulnerability from a 3rd Party Vendor in this case resulted in a significant data breach exposing thousands of student records and PII costing the University Millions to complete the recovery. AccellionWhen cybercriminals exploited unpatched vulnerabilities in Accellion’s File Transfer Appliance—used to move large, sensitive files within the network—they gained access to private data including Social Security numbers and banking information. The attack was first reported in late December 2020; however, more victims emerged throughout 2021. Organizations affected included the Reserve Bank of New Zealand, Kroger, University of Colorado, Qualys, Morgan Stanley and more. As a result, Accellion has been hit with multiple lawsuits due to the mishandling of data.Third-party vendor related security incidents were the most-costly enterprise data breaches in 2021, and with good reason. In third-party breaches, attackers gain access to sensitive enterprise data via often less-secure vendors, business partners or suppliers. Such breaches can be disastrous for organizations, resulting in regulatory fines, lawsuits, loss of business and customer trust.Lesson learned:  When it comes to third-party breaches, the damage can continue to reverberate for a long time. In fact, it’s likely that we still have not seen the last of the Accellion victims.
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Same 3rd Party Vendor – Zero Day 

BLANK

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Quickly explain the term Zero Day and the Zero Day Market – That’s a highly sophisticated sort of attack, known as a “zero day,” that’s more commonly used by nation-states looking to steal each other’s secrets than by financially motivated criminals. And it paid dividends — it's the largest ransomware attack to date, locking up computers at up to 1,500 companies that work with the software management company Kaseya and its clients, and enabling a $70 million ransom demand.  This same vendor, last week had a significant vulnerability become known, risking thousands of organizations. A critical security vulnerability in Atlassian Confluence is under active attack, opening servers to full system takeover, security researchers warned.The bug (CVE-2022-26134) is a command-injection issue that allows unauthenticated remote code execution (RCE), affecting all supported versions of Confluence Server and Confluence Data Center. According to a forensic investigation of two zero-day attacks by Volexity, it can be exploited without needing credentials or user interaction, simply by sending a specially crafted Web request to the Confluence system.AccellionWhen cybercriminals exploited unpatched vulnerabilities in Accellion’s File Transfer Appliance—used to move large, sensitive files within the network—they gained access to private data including Social Security numbers and banking information. The attack was first reported in late December 2020; however, more victims emerged throughout 2021. Organizations affected included the Reserve Bank of New Zealand, Kroger, University of Colorado, Qualys, Morgan Stanley and more. As a result, Accellion has been hit with multiple lawsuits due to the mishandling of data.Third-party vendor related security incidents were the most-costly enterprise data breaches in 2021, and with good reason. In third-party breaches, attackers gain access to sensitive enterprise data via often less-secure vendors, business partners or suppliers. Such breaches can be disastrous for organizations, resulting in regulatory fines, lawsuits, loss of business and customer trust.Lesson learned:  When it comes to third-party breaches, the damage can continue to reverberate for a long time. In fact, it’s likely that we still have not seen the last of the Accellion victims.
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Impact of Ransomware Attacks

BLANK
• Regis University – Down during critical start to the school year, multiple critical systems 

became unavailable. Paid ransom, amount of payment not disclosed but event after paying 
the ransom full access to systems was not fully restored resulting in months of disruption. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
When “malicious actors” carried out a cyberattack on Regis University last August — crippling the Denver campus’s IT network and downing phones, email and Wi-Fi — university officials paid the hackers a ransom in hopes of restoring their incapacitated systems.Yet even after that payment, which Regis leaders publicly revealed for the first time to The Denver Post, the cyberattack still impaired day-to-day operations at the private Jesuit college for months.Regis officials had not previously acknowledged the attack involved ransomware, which can render computer systems inoperable until the target meets hackers’ financial demands.“The attack hit us the morning students were moving back to campus,” said Salvador Aceves, Regis’ senior vice president and chief financial officer. “It was a rather precarious time for us … That was certainly a time where just as we’re trying to have students settle in, we also had the unfortunate and needed reality of shutting down our systems. We were trying to ensure we had all the possible opportunities to restore or rebuild available at that time.”
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Third-Party Vendor Dependency 
Management Model

18

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Carnegie Mello University Software Engineer Institute Developed this model to assist organizations with improving their 3rd Party Vendor Relationships and Dependencies.We provide a no cost assessment that focuses on this model and how to build and implement a Best in Class Vendor Management Process.The Chart on the left provides the 4 phases of the model along with the key goals and objectives for each area.Establish and Maintain the Plan – Meaning you must determine the management objectives of your program to include identifying and prioritizing all the services required. Establish Relationships -  Typically this is completed through a Service Level agreement which defines the Terms and Conditions to include how the performance will be monitored and measured to ensure the vendor is meeting the objectives of the agreement.Manage Relationships – this typically includes Privacy and Data protection requirements that must be met. Continuous performance monitoring to ensure thresholds are being metMonitor and Improve -  Is the program achieving the intended objectives, are we making corrective actions, are all dependencies identified and alternate solutions identified. 
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Third-Party/Vendor Dependency Management

19

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Basic reasons to have a contract with a defined SLA Risk allocation Defining breachRecovering damages Drive behaviorHowever in practice Cyber SLAs can be:…unidirectional (they are written by the vendor, and smaller customers have trouble changing them)…lacking specific measures, apart from availability metrics…frequently indemnify the provider to the greatest extent possible, limiting the provider's exposure.“Each party will protect the other party’s confidential information with the same standard of care it uses for its own information.”
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THIRD-PARTY VENDORS & PROGRAM 
MANAGEMENT COMPANIES

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Let’s talk LMS and other 3rd party vendors and some of the privacy issues we need to be concerned with.
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Common Third-Party Vendors

21

Learning Management System

• Blackboard Learn
• Canvas
• Moodle
• D2L Brightspace
• Mindflash
• Google Classroom
• Edmodo
• Quizlet
• Schoology
• NEO LMS

Online Program Management Companies
• Anthology

• Wiley Education Services
• Online Education Services 
• 2U 
• Pearson
• Academic Partnerships
• HotChalk
• iDesign
• Noodle
• Orbis Education
• Learning House 
• Zovio
• Kaplan
• Grand Canyon Education 
• Bisk Education

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We have divided the third parties into the LMS providers and the Online Program Mgt Companies which you are all familiar with . WHY THIRD-PARTY Applications ARE POPULAR TARGETS for attackersHackers know that gaining access to third-party apps is easier than penetrating your district’s defenses. They also know that once they have access to third-party apps, they can use that as a foothold to spread their attack. It can be an efficient way for them to gain access once and reap the benefits of demanding ransom from many organizations.
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 Remote Access

 Ability to elevate privileges to those 
belonging to a teacher.
 Retrieve test answers
 Modify access to gradebook

 SQL Injection
 Ability to create secret admin accounts
 Allowed for ability to execute malicious code

Known Vulnerabilities 

22

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Vulnerabilities exist, it is vital that whomever you designate to administer your LMS system that updates are installed and the system is monitored for vulnerabilities.  Include yourself in notification lists from your vendor.
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 IP Address Blocking

 SSL Certification – encrypts the data that is transmitted

 Advance Password Authentication– Implement a strong password policy.  

 Mobile Security

 Account Registration
 Allow only specific domains
 Enable captcha

Security Features To Keep Data Safe

23

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
IP BlockerBlockers prevent hostile or unwanted IP addresses from accessing your data. The admin is able to manually add certain IP addresses to the “allowed” or “blocked” lists. This ensures that known virtual attackers cannot view your user data or eLearning content via the LMS. The downside is that they can always use another IP address to work around the blocker, which is why it’s so essential to put other preventative LMS security measures in place.SSL certification: The SSL protocol always encrypts the data that is transmitted so that only the end users logged can read it. SSL support offers e-learning services in a safe and encrypted environment that prevents other users in the same network to read the data and passwords.Password: A good password policy that includes a combination of characters and numbers can make it stronger. Reminding the users not to use simple passwords for the account. Extremely poor password choices often make the system vulnerable.Security is not a feature, it is a process and there are some features that a LMS should have in order to be secure. When users log in to the LMS, their usernames and passwords are transmitted to a remote access server as an all-in-one file. There may also be other protocols involved to ensure that only authorized users are able to access the data. For example, online learners are only able to make an attempt three times before the system locks them out. This helps to prevent hackers or other hostile sites from guessing the password.Mobile SecurityWith more and more online learners making the switch to mobile, it’s crucial that your new LMS has mobile security features. This includes data encryption, mobile user authentication, and anti-virus/spam protection. Which also comes in handy if you plan to launch a mobile app for anytime, anywhere learning.Account Registration: For extra safety, your signup process should demand email verification and enabling security features like captcha. The administrator can easily restrict certain domains.Technology is there to solve security issues and protect the data in an LMS from cyber attackers. But it is important to give attention to the implementation of the controls and design the process so that unauthorized access can be restricted.
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Top Questions To Your Vendor

24

1. How does your organization protect and defend against cyber-attacks to ensure student information 
is protected? What information is a priority for your organization?

2. Has the vendor ever become victim to a cyber-attack or data breach? If so, how? Has the 
vulnerability been resolved?

3. Do you have data security/cyber liability insurance? Consider asking for a copy of the insurance 
certificate.

4. Does your infrastructure/solution allow MFA?

5. Are vulnerability tests run regularly? Are you willing to share those reports?
6. Is data encrypted?

7. Where are you storing my data geographically? Where is data stored in your infrastructure? How 
do you transfer data?
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Discussion Topics for Schools to Consider

25

1. Do you have your own in-house security team or is it out-sourced to a 3rd party 
vendor?

2. How often are 3rd party applications updated?

3. Is principle of least privilege implemented?

4. Have you identified your cybersecurity gaps?

** In a K-12 Cybersecurity 2020 Year in Review Report found that at least 75% of all data 
breaches impacting K-12 schools in the U.S. resulted from security incidents involving their 
vendors and other partners.**

https://k12cybersecure.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/StateofK12Cybersecurity-2020.pdf
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Strategy and Actions to Protect Ourselves

Organizational 
Team

• Teams who design 
and carry out 
projects must protect 
our critical data.

• It’s not just the 
responsibility of IT 
staff.

Organizational 
Leadership

• Leadership must 
provide the necessary 
resources, policy 
framework and 
financial backing 
required to be 
successful.  

Individual 
Responsibility

• We ALL are 
responsible for 
protecting our 
institutions.

• We ALL need to do 
our due diligence.

• We must educate 
ourselves on what to 
do and not to do.

26

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Entities should be proactive in reducing risk, but also prepared to respond to a compromise. In cases where threat actors are successful, for example ransomware, entities should be resilient so that they can recover quickly.
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Questions & Contact Info

27Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency 

Contact Information

David Sonheim
Region 8 Chief of Cybersecurity – (CO, WY, UT, MT, ND, SD)

David.Sonheim@cisa.dhs.gov
(720) 661-1643 (Cell)

Tanya Taplin
Region 8 State Cybersecurity Coordinator – (North Dakota)

Tanya.Taplin@cisa.dhs.gov
(701) 515-8924 (Cell)



Your Questions!



wcetsan.wiche.edu

Resources 
for those new 
to the topic
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Resources
by topic
o Research 

o Regulation summaries

oHandbooks

o Talking points

o Sample tools

oMore
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SAN Advanced Topics Workshop (Virtual) – Succession Planning for Compliance Continuity
• September 7-9, 2022.  Time:  12pm-4pm ET each day
• More information can be found here and the home page of the SAN Website!

WCET 34th Annual Meeting; Hilton Denver City Center; Denver , CO
• October 19, 2022 – October 21, 2022 (SAN Coordinator Meeting October 18, 2022)
• More information can be found here and from the home page of the WCET Website!

Upcoming Events

@wcet_info    #wcetSAN wcetsan.wiche.edu

https://wcetsan.wiche.edu/events/san-advanced-topics-workshop-2022-virtual
https://wcet.wiche.edu/events/wcet-34th-annual-meeting/


Thank you

to our speakers, Dave Sonheim and Tanya Taplin,
and to all our attendees today!



wcetsan.wiche.edu

Cheryl Dowd, Senior Director, Policy Innovations
(303) 541-0210  |  cdowd@wiche.edu

Leigha Fletcher, Administrative Assistant 
(303) 541-0211  |  lfletcher@wiche.edu

Kathryn Kerensky, Director, Digital Learning Policy & Compliance
(303) 541-0290  |  kkerensky@wiche.edu

Rachael Stachowiak, Director, Interstate Policy & Compliance 
(303) 541-0289  |  rstachowiak@wiche.edu

3035 Center Green Drive
Suite 200
Boulder, CO 80301

(303) 541-0210

Contact Us

Note: The information and resources presented are for consideration when an institution wishes to 
develop a process to manage compliance. The information should not be considered legal advice. Legal 
questions should be directed to general counsel.
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